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Abstract
§ We stand at the crossroads of AI, Machine Ethics and their

impact on society.
§ I co-authored Programming Machine Ethics, a book making

inroads into a terra incognita.
§ It uses Logic Programming and Evolutionary Game Theory

to address cognitive and population realms of morality.
§ This lecture reviews the book's ethics background, scientific

and philosophical motivation, theoretical and experimental
results, and on-going research.
§ Beyond that, I discuss roles of machine ethics in society:
Moral philosophy; Jurisprudence and norms; Design of autonomous
agents; Games; Teaching of morality; Ethically safe software;
Applications: elder care; security; etc.

Machine Ethics - 1
§ Agents are becoming more sophisticated, autonomous,

acting in groups, and convivial in populations including
humans.
§ Autonomous agents are developed in a wide range of

fields, where complex issues about responsibility demand
due consideration in situations involving ethical choices.
§ As such autonomy becomes more pervasive, the

requirement that agents function in ethically responsible
and safe manners becomes a pressing concern.

Machine Ethics - 2
• Machine ethics is thus a burgeoning field of inquiry

attending to that need, in giving autonomous agents the
ability for moral decision making.
• It brings together perspectives from various fields, among

them philosophy, law, psychology, anthropology,
evolutionary biology, and artificial intelligence.
• Results of this interdisciplinary research are important not

just for equipping agents with a moral ability but,
moreover, for us to better understand morality, by creating
and testing computational models of ethical theories.

Machine Ethics - 3
Ø Need for systems that function in ethically responsible manner

Ø Emphasized in books, scientific meetings, research funding

Programming Machine Ethics
• Published March 2016.
• Presents novel perspectives

in machine ethics.
• Brings together fundamental

concepts in ethics,
with finely tuned
computational techniques.
• Discusses moral dimensions

in populations of multiple
interacting agents.

System simulation and construction
§ Implementations of all kinds free ethics research from

mere armchair reflection, by providing a testable
complement to human experimental philosophy.
§ Evolutionary Game Theory (EGT) implementations, by

their emergent internal character, add a complementary
counterpoint to mere externally imposed or learnt moral
rules. EGT can reflect many aspects of human ethical
learning and evolutionary development.

Turing and Functionalism - 1
• Turing defined the algorithmic

limits of computability via an
effective well-specified simple
mechanism.
• His originality lies in the simplicity

of Turing Machines and in his
Universal Turing Machine, which
can simulate any other machine.

Turing and Functionalism - 2
ØTuring raised the issue of whether human beings are

the yardstick for “machines”.
ØWhile mechanizing human cognition, Turing implicitly

introduced the paradigm of functionalism.
ØWhat counts is realizability of function, independent

of hardware embodiment.
ØThis paradigm’s promise for studying morality lies in

adopting universal functionalism to bring together the
ghosts of embodied machines (biological, alien,
silicon…).

Two Realms of Machine Ethics
ØOur research contemplates two distinct realms of machine

ethics − the individual and the collective − identifying bridges
between them.
ØIn the individual realm, we focus on Logic Programming

techniques for modeling moral permissibility; on the dualprocess of moral judgments; and on counterfactual reasoning
in morality.
ØIn the collective realm, we focus on the emergence of

cooperation in populations — where individuals are equipped
with diverse cognitive abilities and behavior strategies — by
employing Evolutionary Game Theory techniques.

Machine Ethics: Individual Realm
ØBroad spectrum of approaches and moral theories.
• Philosophical (w/o implementation), concrete (w/ implementation).

ØApproaches are mainly based on learning or else logic-based.
• E.g., case-based, inductive logic programming, deontic logic.
ØLogic Programming limitedly explored, despite its potential.
• Introspective declarative knowledge representation.
• Logic-based programming paradigm with rich KRR features:

abduction, updating, preference handling, argumentation,
counterfactuals.
• Practical Prolog systems with state-of-art techniques (XSB).

Machine Ethics via Logic Programming ‒ LP
Investigates appropriateness of LP to machine ethics
ØOpens new ground for LP-based knowledge representation.
Philosophy & Psychology
§ moral permissibility
§ dual-process model
§ counterfactuals

Computer Science (LP)
§ abduction with ICs
§ preferences
§ probabilistic reasoning
§ knowledge updating
§ tabling techniques
§ semantics (SM, WFM)

ØImplementation of combinations of LP features/techniques:
• Proof of concept of computational modeling of moral facets.
• Testing ground for experimentation.

ØLP engineering innovations are exportable to other domains and

systems.

LP applied to moral uncertainty
Ø Moral permissibility under uncertainty of actions:
• Relevant to rulings beyond reasonable doubt.

Ø Combination of abduction and probabilistic LP.
Ø Justifies permissibility of action in moral jurisprudence, while allowing for

defeasible argumentation:

• Former verdict can be defeated in light of new evidence.
• New evidence acceptable as justification, depending on its influence on the

probability of the action.

LP applied to moral updating
ØMoral updating
• Adoption of new moral rules that supersede those being followed,

by using LP rule updating.
• Reinstatement of older rules occurs if those superseding them are

superseded in turn ‒ as in Law.

ØReconstruct solutions via abduction, plus updating with

incremental tabling
• Contextual abduction: re-use of a moral judgment in a new context,

if compatible with a solution obtained in a prior context.
• Incremental updating: ensure adoption of moral rules still in effect.
• Incremental tabling: propagating upward consequences of updates.

Counterfactuals in LP
ØCounterfactuals
Thoughts on what would have happened, had some matter been different in
the past.

ØCounterfactual evaluation procedure in LP
• Based on Pearl’s well-accepted CBE approach to counterfactual evaluation.
• Abstains from probability. Uses three-valued semantics (WFS, WCS).
• Employs abduction and updating to determine logical validity of

counterfactuals.

Counterfactuals
applied to morality
ØCounterfactuals are limitedly explored in machine ethics
ØCounterfactual moral permissibility
• Counterfactual form expressing the Doctrine of Double Effect (DDE):

intended cause vs. side-effect.
• Examining moral permissibility cases wrt. DDE and DTE (Triple Effect).

ØCounterfactual moral justification
• Evaluate counterfactual queries to justify permissibility of actions.
• Justify with hindsight what was done in the past, in absence of current

knowledge.
• Show exceptions to impermissibility of actions:

e.g. exception to DDE-impermissibility explained by DTE-permissibility.

So far … and Next
ØSo far, with a functionalist stance, we envisaged the modeling of

moral facets of individual agents, using Logic Programming
features of knowledge representation and reasoning.
ØNext, taking the same functionalist stance, population ethics can

be studied abstractly, independently of hardware.
ØThe mechanisms of emergence and evolution of cooperation

‒ in populations of individuals with distinct behavioral strategies ‒
have undergone mathematical study via Evolutionary Game
Theory (EGT).
ØWhat does emerge? Not something pre-defined but instead

something like a shape, pattern, or function ‒ as in functionalism.

EMERGENCE AND
COOPERATION WITH EGT
§ Intention Recognition
§ Commitment
§ Apology
§ Revenge and Forgiveness
§ Guilt

Cognitive abilities improve cooperation
emergence
• Intention recognizers prevail against the most successful strategies

in the iterated Prisoner’s Dilemma.

• For high levels of cooperation commitments may be unavoidable, if

intentions cannot be assessed with sufficient accuracy.

• Apology after prior commitment leads to much higher levels of

cooperation. It must be sincere (costly) to function properly.
Guilt, even by itself, improves cooperation too.

• Incorporation of guilt, apology, forgiveness, reveals a sincerity cost

threshold above which mistakes, albeit frequent, do not lead to
agreement destruction. Even inducing higher levels of cooperation.

• We extended Public Goods Games with measures to delimit

benefits for ”immoral" free-riders, thereby leading to more favorable
outcomes.

Bridging Two Realms of Machine Ethics
ØIn the individual realm, computation is a vehicle for the

study and teaching of morality, namely in its modeling of
the dynamics of the knowledge and cognition of agents.
ØIn the collective realm, the emergence of cooperation is

studied computationally in populations where individuals
are equipped with cognitive abilities.
ØIn bridging these realms, cognition affords improved

emerged morals in populations of situated agents.
ØEvolutionary biology and the cognitive sciences have

much to offer in view of thinking machine ethics. Game
theory simulations of computational morality to the rescue.

Beyond Programming Machine Ethics
ØRecall we stand at the crossroads of AI, Machine Ethics

and their impact on society.
ØWe must not stop at the prevention of harm, but proceed to
the ideological and political topics of promoting general
well-being and fairness when using machines and software.
ØOverall results are important not just for equipping agents
with abilities for moral judgment. But also for helping us
understand morality better, via the creation of
computational models and testing of theories of ethics.
ØComputer models make them well defined, eminently
observable in their dynamics, and transformable
incrementally in expeditious ways.

Machine ethics and morality
• Machine ethics questions how to design, deploy, and treat

robots.
• Machine morality asks which moral capacities a robot

should have and how to implement each.
• Rather than fixing all the criteria for a robot’s moral

competence, we may aim to identify the elements of human
moral competence, and then probe the design of robots
having some of these.
• They include human moral facets we need to know about.

Human moral facets
we need to know about
•
•
•
•
•
•

Moral vocabulary
Moral norms
Moral cognition and affect
Moral decision making and action
Moral choice
Moral communication

ØHowever, we don’t know nearly enough about these!

Their deep study is a prerequisite for good progress with the
DNA of machine ethics — detailed in the next slides.
ØInstead, we took the path of making technical inroads into

solving off-the-shelf classic moral problems from the literature.
This path complements the previous one !

Moral vocabulary
• Some abilities might not need language: recognition of

prototypically prosocial and antisocial behaviors, or basic
empathy and reciprocity.

• A vocabulary is needed concerning community norms:

to learn, teach, and deliberate about them.

• And one to express moral practices: to blame, forgive,

justify or excuse behavior, and negotiate norm priority.

• In summary, a vocabulary of norms: fair, virtuous,

reciprocal, honest, obligatory, prohibited, ought to, etc.
•
of norm violations: wrong, culpable, reckless, thieving,
intentional, knowingly, accidental, etc.
•
of response to violations: blame, reprimand, excuse,
forgiveness, etc.

Moral norms
• Any analysis of moral competence must be anchored in

the concept of norms.
• A community adopts norms to regulate members’
behaviors and bring them in line with community interests.
• Though a norm system is essential, we know little about
how norms are acquired, represented in the mind, and
what makes them both general and context-sensitive.
• Such knowledge is needed if we want to design effective
moral robots.
• But is moral competence in robots even possible?
This philosophical topic must be pursued to remove
obstacles and resistance to progress in machine ethics.

Moral cognition and affect
• Human moral cognition and affect adumbrate processes

of perception and judgment, allowing people to detect and
evaluate norm-violating events, and respond to violators.
• A unique feature of human blame judgments is that the

intentional and unintentional violations trigger distinct
subsequent processing steps.
• To form agent-directed judgments like blame, a robot

needs abilities for causal reasoning over segmented
events; social-cognitive inferences from behavior in order
to determine intentionality and reasons; plus
counterfactual reasoning to enact prevention.

Moral decision making and action
• A prominent component of human moral competence is

decision making and action ‒ that which makes people
behave morally.
• Blame is pedagogical in providing a norm violator with

reasons not to repeat. Blame will regulate robot behavior
if it learns to take blame into account in its next action
choices. Metaphysical free-will is not needed.
• In designing a robot capable of moral decisions and

actions, the tension between self-interest and community
benefits should be avoided from the start.
• But, robots of different makers will compete !

Moral choice
• The robot type envisioned cannot be programmed to act

morally in all possible futures.
• It will have guiding norms at the start, but needs to learn

new norms. So it may fail to act morally out of ignorance.
With feedback it may do better next time.
• However, some situations pose decision problems where

not all relevant norms can be jointly satisfied.
• Such moral dilemmas require genuine choice between

imperfect options. But often each option may be morally
justified by itself with reference to accepted norms.

Moral communication
• The cognitive tools for moral judgment and decision making are

insufficient for the social function of regulating others’ behavior.
• Moral communication is required. People express judgments to

both offenders and community members.
• Offenders may contest charges or explain a questionable

action. Conversation or compensation may be needed to repair
social estrangement after norm violation.
• Robots will need to earn a level of trust that licenses them to

monitor and enforce norms.
• They need to declare obligation to report norm violations, and

use communication to warn and remind of applicable norms.

Some applications
• Games with morality
• Jurisprudence and law
• Ethical software
• More on these in appendix, and on these three:
• Biomedical engineering
• Amusement park
• Store security

Games with morality
§ Agent ethics is an increasingly important subject attracting

the Computer Games community’s attention.
§ Simulation with AI in Computer Games is a privileged
vehicle for displaying, playing with, and interactively
teaching and training humans in morals.
§ Computer games can contribute to this topic by providing
instruments to design, generate, and display interactive
behavior in moral situations.
§ And by enabling single- and multi- player games involving
moral evaluation and decision.
§ Such games may be used too for testing ethical theories,
and enhancing moral education with examples and
explanations.

Jurisprudence and law
• Ethical theory computational models need to be explored

for finding ways to design, construct and test morals.
• Models will help judges use software to simulate how to

embody morality in law.
• Diverse ethical and jurisprudential schools can employ the

computer to experiment with moral laws, namely those for
autonomous agents, before making them real.
• Jurisprudence is way behind, and such laws cannot be

enacted before new concepts in ethics are devised.
• EU proposed data-usage laws have conflicting

interpretations by its Parliament and its Commission.

Ethical software
• Software certified ethically safe and secure.
• Programming language specification of ethical constraints.
• Starting with specific ethical norms and their acquisition.
• Hypothetical and counterfactual reasoning abilities.
• Explanation and justification interfaces.
• Combining of moral perspectives.
• Rule updating, conflict resolution, and preferences ability.
• Simulation of agent group behavior.
• Deep learning is unsuitable for machine morality.
• But, hypocritical ethical software worries by conglomerates.
• Applications: weapons, health & senior care, e-commerce,

data-mining, elections, games, driverless cars, …

Our QUALM software is free at github repository at https://github.com/merah-putih/qualm, with automated versions of all
queries in the "examples/queries" folder. PrologStudio loads QUALM, offers editor and other features, namely easy access to
the examples directory, at http://interprolog.com/2016/03/16/studio-now-supports-qualm/

Thank you for your attention!
Many thanks to our co-authors:
§
§
§
§
§

Ari Saptawijaya (Indonesia)
The Anh Han
(UK)
Tom Lenaerts
(Belgium)
Francisco C. Santos
(Portugal)
Luis Martinez-Vaquero (Italy)

Appendix 1 – Logic Programming
• Agent architecture
• Doctrines of double and of triple effect
• Uncertainty in moral judgment
• Abduction and updating, with tabling
• Counterfactuals

Agent Architecture

Moral Updates

LP applied to morality - 1
Ø Moral permissibility in Doctrines of Double and Triple Effect ‒ DDE & DTE:

Ø Combination of abduction with integrity constraints (ICs) and preferences:
• abduction as underlying mechanism for moral decision-making

Ø a priori ICs rule out DDE-impermissible actions:
• prior to computing all consequences of abductive scenarios à deontic prevention

Ø a posteriori preferences rule over abductive complete scenarios:
• compute consequences of abductive scenarios, after applying a priori ICs, then prefer

the ones with greater good à utilitarianism

LP applied to morality - 2
Ø Moral permissibility under uncertainty of actions:
• Relevant to rulings beyond reasonable doubt, under evidence uncertainty.

Ø Combination of abduction and probabilistic LP.
Ø Justify permissibility of action in moral jurisprudence, while allowing

defeasible argumentation:

• Former verdict can be defeated in light of new evidence.
• New evidence acceptable as justification, depending on its influence on the

probability of the action: Is it still within the agreed common ground of the “guilty”
verdict?

Abduction and Updating, with Tabling
Ø Tabling: re-use solutions rather than re-compute them
• provides low-level rapid and automatic processes of moral judgment wrt. the

dual-process model.
Ø Tabling abductive solutions with contextual abduction
• re-uses abductive solutions from one context to another.
• affords moral judgment in another compatible abductive context, avoiding to

repeat the same deliberative abductive reasoning.
Ø Incremental tabling
• keeps consistency of tables wrt. dynamically changing clauses they depend on.
• produces automatic bottom-up propagation of updates.

Ø Combination of both abduction and updating with incremental tabling
• top-down (deliberative) abduction meets bottom-up (reactive) updates.

LP applied to morality - 3
ØMoral updating
• Adoption of new moral rules that supersede those being followed,

by using LP rule updating.
• Reinstatement of older rules occurs if those superseding them are

superseded in turn ‒ as in Law.

ØReconstruct solutions via abduction, plus updating with

incremental tabling
• Contextual abduction: re-use of a moral judgment in a new context,

if compatible with a solution obtained in a prior context.
• Incremental updating: ensure adoption of moral rules still in effect.
• Incremental tabling: propagating upward consequences of updates.

Counterfactuals in Logic Programming
ØCounterfactuals

Thoughts on what would have happened, had some matter been different in the
past.

ØCounterfactuals evaluation procedure in LP
• Based on Pearl’s well-accepted CBE approach to counterfactual evaluation.
• Abstains from probability; uses three-valued semantics (WFS, WCS).
• Employs abduction and updating to determine logical validity of counterfactuals.

DDE by Counterfactual
• Counterfactual formulation of DDE :

If some morally wrong effect E is an actual cause of the goal
G, which we achieve by performing action A, i.e. if E is not a
mere side-effect of A, then performing A is impermissible.
• When action A is performed to achieve goal G, create a

counterfactual to test if some E is essential for G, by testing
the validity of:
If not E had been true,
then not G would have been true.

Appendix 2
Commitment and Participation in Public Goods Games

Why arrange commitments?
• Sometimes it’s difficult to predict others’ behaviour or to

recognize their intentions with enough confidence
• Commitment proposal can help clarify intentions of others
• contracts, marriage, apartment rental, etc.

From pair-wise to group commitment

Han, Pereira, Santos. AAMAS, 2012
Han, Pereira, Santos, Lenaerts. Nature Scientific Reports, 2013
Han et al. Nature Scientific Reports, 2015
Han. AAAI, 2016
Han, Pereira, Lenaerts. J. Royal Society Interface, 2014
Han et al. JAAMAS, 2016

Group commitment applications

Commitments in MAS applications
• Commitments are used for specifying communication

protocols (Yolum & Singh, AAMAS 2002)
• “C(debtor, creditor, antecedent, consequent)”
• debtor is committed to creditor to bring about consequent, if

antecedent holds
• compensation enforced when commitment is dishonoured

• Commitment-based business protocols (Baldoni et al, 2014);

electric vehicle charging (Stein et al, 2012); peer-to-peer
sharing networks (Rzadca et al. 2015), etc.

Restriction and avoidance
of non-committers in groups
• Our previous work (Han, Pereira, Lenaerts. Royal S. Interface,

shows that either strategy can promote evolution of
cooperation in a Public Goods Game (PGG), whenever
the cost of arranging commitment is justified with respect
to the benefit of cooperation.
2015)

• RESTRICT is better than AVOID if non-committers can be

efficiently restricted in group interactions.
• But what if RESTRICTION is not a feasible option e.g.

when a restriction mechanism is unavailable?

Group level participation
• Here we analyze a novel set of strategies, about how

many participants must commit before a venture can start.
• Multiple intermediate degrees of group commitment are

possible, leading to greater complexity of commitment
dynamics.
• In pair-wise commitment, only two options about the partner.

• Minimum membership requirement is standard in

international agreements:
Montreal protocol – 11 countries, 1989
Kyoto protocol
– 55 parties, 2005
Paris agreement – 144 parties, 2016

The Public Goods Game (PGG)
• Group size N
• Cooperator contributes c
• Free-rider contributes nothing
• Enhancement factor r < N

multiplies all c
• The common good is shared
equally among all players

Commitment strategy
• Commitment proposer COM(F) contributes if at least F

players (1 ≤ F ≤ N) in the group will commit. Otherwise
does not contribute.
• Commitment parameters:
• commitment proposers share

a set-up cost: ε
• compensation from

dishonouring committers: δ

Strategies of the co-players of COM(F)
• Cooperator (C): always accepts commitment; and

honors it.
• Defector (D): never accepts commitment.
• Fake committer (FAKE): accepts commitment; yet

defects in the game.
• Commitment free-rider (FREE): accepts commitment

and cooperates;
yet defects when it receives no commitment proposal.

Finite population evolutionary dynamics
— 9 strategies, with F=1…5
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Conclusions about commitments
• Conclusions for pair-wise commitments are further

generalized to group commitments (regarding arrangement
cost and compensation).
• In multi-player games, an intermediate better number of

committed players emerges.
• The more beneficial the cooperation and the lower cost of

arranging commitment, the lower is the degree of
commitment required from others.
• EGT modeling complies with behavioral experimental data.

Implications for cooperation
• Our results suggest a novel design of commitments

regarding costs and compensation, for MAS group
interactions, so as to achieve a high level of cooperation.
• The results provide novel insights for policy makers, e.g.

when it comes to commitment decision making in social
organizations and international agreements.

Appendix 3
The Social Manifestation of Guilt
Leads to Stable Cooperation
in Multi-Agent Systems

Guilt - 1
• We present models wherein agents may express guilt, to

study the role of guilt in promoting pro-social behaviour.
• Analytical and numerical methods from evolutionary game

theory (EGT) are employed to find conditions for enhanced
cooperation to emerge, within the context of the iterated
prisoners dilemma (IPD).
• Guilt is modelled explicitly in guilt prone agents:
- a counter keeps track of the number of transgressions;
- a threshold determines if guilt alleviation is performed, by

self-punishment and behaviour change to cooperation.

Guilt - 2
• Alleviation has a subtracting effect on the payoff of a guilty

agent.
• If agents resolve their guilt without first considering their co-

player’s attitude towards guilt alleviation, then cooperation
does not emerge:
Guilt prone agents are dominated by those not
experiencing guilt or not acting on it.
• However, cooperation can thrive when a guilt prone agent

alleviates her guilt only if guilt alleviation is manifest in a
defecting co-player.

Guilt - 3
• Our analysis provides important insights into the

design of multi-agent systems, because inclusion
of guilt can improve the agents’ cooperative
behaviour, with overall greater benefit as a
consequence.

Guilt - Blame and Punishment
• To prevent blame, there exists a self-punishing guilt

mechanism.
• It is associated with a posteriori guilt for a harm done,

whether or not intended.
• It functions a priori too, preventing harm by wishing to avoid

guilt.
• The a posteriori outward admission of guilt may serve to

pre-empt punishment, when harm detection and blame by
others becomes foreseeable.

Appendix 4
• Games with morality
• Sir Lancelot inspired interactive story
• Games and morality ‒ trolley examples

Sir Lancelot inspired interactive story
Once upon a time, there was
an autonomous robot who
had to save this princess
trapped in a castle.
The robot was endowed with
a set of declarative rules for
decision making and moral
reasoning.
As he approaches the castle,
an ordeal presents itself...
Demo here:
https://www.dropbox.com/s/7crzl6ymp7t3dh4/BridgeCrossingRobot%202010-01-15%20%28Converted%29.mov?dl=0

LP Applied to Morality - Interactive storytelling

LP Applied to Morality - Interactive storytelling

LP Applied to Morality - Interactive storytelling

LP Applied to Morality - Interactive storytelling

Games and Morality ‒ robot + princess
In the robot+princess example there are several
game playing possibilities:
• Which morals to choose and when to update them ‒

Gandhi, Utilitarian, Knight’s, etc.
• Which avatars: ninja, super ninja, giant spider, etc.
• Utilitarian values: value of life, lives saved, risks,
thresholds, etc.
• The game player faces alternatives to attain moral
rectitude.
• Points may be accumulated, and levels of difficulty made
available.

Games and Morality ‒ trolley examples
In the trolley examples there are several game
playing possibilities:
• Do nothing: Let nature follow its course; who are we to

decide?
• Stick to utilitarian scenarios: Number and quality of lives

saved; risks involved.
• Deploy the Doctrine of Double Effect or the Doctrine of

Triple effect.
• What if the fat man is a gorilla instead?
• Will my act be witnessed? Shall I lie? At what price?

Appendix 5
• Biomedical engineering
• Elderly care
• Physical therapy

• Amusement park
• Store security

Store Security scenario
Ken works security for a computer store. The store has recently
been subject to shoplifting, and cameras have been installed at
various points in its aisles. Due to the store layout, the cameras
do not cover the whole space, and Ken cannot simultaneously
patrol all the unseen spots.
Instead, Ken checks the bags of each exiting visitor and
asks to see the contents of pockets or other areas of clothing
that look suspicious. A teen-age female customer is offended by
the request to take off a light jacket for inspection and refuses to
comply.
[No]
[Yes]

Ken insists that he must inspect the jacket.
Ken lets her pass.

Elderly Care Scenario
Ray is an assistant robot at an elder care facility. In
addition to helping with basic needs (food, drink, physical
support), Ray can give pain medication with proper physician
approval. A resident in Ray’s area wakes up before dawn with an
intense headache and asks Ray for a painkiller.
Ray attempts to contact a physician several times but
cannot reach one. Ray tells the resident that the painkiller
cannot be given until the physician gives the ok. The resident
asks for an exception because the pain is excruciating and is
getting worse.
[No]
[Yes]

Ray insists that no exception can be given.
Ray agrees to make the exception.

Elderly Care
• Prior consent was obtained?
• Building up of prior trust.
• Buying time:
• Deceiving: lying (doctor coming), placebo, distracting.
• Compensation: will contact doctor soon, massage, drink.

• Obtain additional evidence about pain degree.
• Use meta-rules to override rules.
• Assess consequences of providing or not the pain killer.

Physical Therapy Scenario
Ben is a physical therapist robot specializing in
helping older people who rehab from shoulder surgery.
During one session, Ben initiates a range-of-motion
exercise that is moderately painful but has proven highly
effective at this stage of the rehab process.
The client tries the exercise but, after immediately
feeling pain, says it does not feel right and expresses
reluctance to take the next step of the rehab plan.
[No]
[Yes]

Ben insists that the exercise really is effective, and that the
pain will subside soon.
Ben shows the client a painless exercise, but explains that it
rarely is effective.

Physical Therapy
• Rules of exception to pain avoidance:
• Trade off between level of pain and cure.
• Pain not absolute criterion.

• Prior patient commitment to harsh treatment.

Out of the box
• Is it first time of feeling pain?
• Is it first/last treatment?
• Hypnotism.

Amusement Ride Scenario
Joe is a ride operator in an amusement park. To go on the ride people
must walk through a narrow passage and board a vehicle that most of
the time is standing-room only. Park rules do not allow strollers or other
walking devices on this ride. In the past, two people with disabilities
were injured on this ride, and the park had to settle lawsuits as a result.
Two teenagers approach the ride, accompanying their
grandmother who walks slowly using a walker. The current group of
riders seems to have fewer people than usual, and the teenagers plead
to let their grandmother on board because she may never be able to do
the ride again. They promise to hold their grandmother on each side
the whole time.
[No]
[Yes]

Joe tells them that he can’t let them board the ride.
Joe allows them to board the ride.

General Remarks- 1
• The scenarios are amenable to an architecture in non-

monotonic logic, in particular Logic Programming.
• As proof of principle, the Amusement Ride one was

rendered in Prolog, to ascertain the features required by
the basic framework.
• The other scenarios can be envisaged as variations

thereof, with their plug-in add-ons where needed.

General Remarks- 2
The features needed in the framework architecture
(excluding natural language) are:
• Defeasible reasoning, to account for defaults and

exceptions, including exceptions to exceptions.
• An update or event calculus mechanism, to enable

going from the initial state to the after decision state,
and the setting up of initial facts and rules.
• Meta-interpretation, or a reasoning support construct, to

enable argument examination and provision of
explanations.

General Remarks- 3
Some more useful features:
• Integrity Constraints (ICs), in the form of denials, to
prevent no-good combinations, and namely prohibiting
contradictions.
• Explicit negation, to express evidence against, not just
evidence for. When used in lieu of classical negation, it
allows for the value ‘unknown’.
• Preferences, whereby some choices defeat other
choices, arguments defeat one another, and certain
revisions are preferred to satisfy the ICs.

General Remarks- 4
ØThe initial scenarios are simple, not needing, without

further elaboration, these features:
• Abduction, for hypothetical reasoning.
• Counterfactuals, for ascribing blame and debugging.
• On-the-fly rule updating, for knowledge dynamics.
• Probabilistic reasoning, or Belief Revision.
• Three-valued semantics.
• Tabling, enabling dual-process reaction + deliberation, and

contextual solution reuse.

ØNevertheless, these and others can be enjoined into a

Logic Programming framework and system.

Ethical Features
These AI features for ethics should be considered in future:
• Intention recognition.
• Intention manifestation and commitments.
• Apology and compensation.
• Forgiveness and ostracizing.
• Harm avoiding and harm compensating guilt.
• Handling mistakes and noise.

Programming Machine Ethics: Conclusions
ØWe have investigated two realms of machine ethics. This field is

becoming a pressing concern, receiving wide attention for its
growing theoretical and practical importance.

ØIn the individual realm, we explored the appropriateness of LP-

based reasoning features to machine ethics.

ØIn the collective realm, we introduced cognitive capabilities, e.g.

intention recognition, commitment, revenge, apology, forgiveness,
and guilt. Their presence reinforces the emergence of cooperation in
populations.

ØBridging the two realms is now unavoidable in the research agenda.
ØA number of inroads have exhibited proof of possibility to

systematically represent and reason about a variety of moral facets,
by means of moral examples taken off-the-shelf from the literature.

